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ABSTRACT

. It is shown that a simple Bajko~ type· relationship exists between

the amount of food consumed and,the quantity of food observed in the

~ stomach for fish whose rate of evacuation is.only a function of.current

stomach contents. Based on this.result y an unbiased estimator of the

average consumption of food by a population is derived.

~ ~

RESUME

11 est demontre qu1un rapport simple de type Bajkov existe entre

le total d'aliments consomme et la·quantite d'aliments observe dans

••
l'estomac de poissons desquels le taux d'evacuation est seulement une

fonction de contenu stomacale courrant. Base sur ce? resultats, un

estimateur impartial de la consommation moyenne d'aliments par une

population est derive.



INTROOUCTION

Much werk has beeil done ön estimating' the food consumed by fish

in the field based on. the amount offoodobserved in the stomach (e.g.,

Bajkov, 1935~ Webster, 194Z;.Oarnel1 and Meierotto, 1962; Kitchell,

1970; Oaan, 1973;. Elliott. and Perssan, 1978; Godin, 1981; Jobling, 1981).

The. estimators. of consumpti~n currently used are based on the fact that

for most spec;es. the rate of gastric evacuation. is proportional to the

quantity of food. in the stomach raised to apower (Elliott and Perssan,

1978;.. Jobling,. 1981). But these techniques are biased except for parti

cular. cases.· For example,. El1iott and Perssonls (1978) methoä for esti

mating consumption is unbiased if the fish are eating at a constant rate

but biased in ether situations.

In this paper it is shown that i.f the rate of gastric evacuation is

only a functiorT of stomach contents., then the amount of food consumed by

a fish during a time period is equal to a constant times the average over

theperiod of a transform of stomach contents,. plus the level of food in

the stomaeh· at the' end of the period, minus the. 1evel at the beginning.

This reduces. to a simpl e Bajk.ov type relationship for longer time periods .

If the manner of evacuation is identical for all fish in a particular

population, then similar results hold for the average consumption per fish.

••
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ESTIMATING CONSUMPTION

. .'

A Gastric Evacuation Model

An equation of the form

G(t) = -~S(t)p, Set) > 0,, .

= 0 ~ Set) = O~ (1)

is ofterr used to mathematically describe the evacuation of food from the

stomach by fish (Jobltng,. 1981) .. In equation (1),. G(t.) is the rate of

evacuation at time t, Set) is the amount of food in the stomach and a. and

p are constants.

The critical assumption underlying model (1) is that gastric evacua-

tion is solely a function of the amount of food currently inthe stamach.

In particular~ a. and p da not depend an the meal size.. .

If a fish is not eating,. then the rate of change in stomach contents

(dS(t)/dt) will equal the rate of evacuation or

dS(t) = -a.S(t)p.
dt
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Hence- for this situation.

= - a.Cl-p)t + S I-p" p t= 1. Set). > O.
o

and

= 0 ,. Set) = O.

•
tnS(t) = - a.t + 1nSo ,. p = 1,

where So is the amount of food in the fish 's stomach after its last meal.

That is,. the (l_p)th power of stomach contents will be a linear function

cf time for p F 1 and Set) > 0,. and the log of stomach contents will be

linear' in time if p ::. l.

In Figure 1 are plots of the time ta depletion as a function of meal

size for various values of p•. The value of a. for each curve was chosen so

that a meal of size 2 iso evacuated in 2 time units.. For the exponential

model (p = 1),. complete evacuation does not occur~ but the same percentage

of any meal is evacuated in a given length of time.

Relationshio Between Average Stomach Contents and Consumotion

For a fish~ the rate at which stomach contents is changing at time t

is equaT' to the rate of food consumption (R(t» minus the rate of gastric

evacuation. That;s:

•

dS(t) = R(t) - a.S(t)p.
dt (2)
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For aperiod starting- at. time 0 of T hoUrs duration 7 the average

amount of food consumed per hour ~CT) during th1S period is:

1 T
T fR(t)dt.

Q

(3)

• Sol ving: equation (Z) for R( t) and substituting it.' into equation (3)

yields 7

which equals

~avg [S(t)p] + [SeT) - S(Q)]/T, (4)

•
where avg[S(t)p] denotes the average value of S(t)p over the period.

Ir the amJun·t of food in the stomach at the beginning of the period

is equal to :the amount at the end (i .e"7 SeT) - 5(0) : 0), then:

(5)

In general,. as T becomes large" ..the second tenn in equation (4) goes to

zero and for this case, equation (5) holds in the limit.
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Estimation of Consumption.·by a Population .
For.a population of ~ fish whose mode of gastric evacuation is described

by 'equatian (1). with camrnan' parameter.$.. Cl. and p.the average cansumptian per

fish per time unit (Cavg) during a pedod of 1ength T ;S~ from equation (4),.

equal to

N . N N
= Cl. ~ avg[S.(t)P1/N + [! S.(T)/N - ~ S.(O)/NJ/T,.

i:1 1 ;=1 1 ;=1 1

where

(6)

and

S;(t)

S(O),. SeT)

is the stamach contents of the i th fish at

time t"

denote the. average stamach contents af the

. papul ati.on at times 0 and T t respectively t

N .
:: I: Si(t)P/N,

;=1

is the average cf Sp(t) over the time interval •

•

Assuming. Cl and p are known,. then one way ta estimate C is to chooseavg
at random time~ between 0 and T,. say t l , ... ,.tmt and then take a random

sample of k fish at each time sele~ted. The estimator,

m. A

= .1: Sp(tJ.)/m,
J=l

(l)
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where

k

.
Sp(t

J
.) ::: t S.(t.)P/k

i =1 1 J
(8)

is an unlliased estimator of avg(Sp(t)]. Ta es timate 5(0) and SeT) ~

random samples of fish are also taken at times 0 and T. An estimate

• of the average alOOunt of food consumed per fish per time unit during

theperiod is fronr equation (6) given by

(9)

A A

where S{O) and S(T) denote the ordinary sample mean of the fish sampled
A

at times 0 and T,. respectively. The variance of Cavg for large N can be

estimated by (Cochrart, 1977,. p.. 279)

• (10)

where

var(a~g[Splt)l) = ~ (Sp(tj ) - a~gISp(t}]12/m(m-l}. (111

j=l

Ta estimate the consumption in terms of percent body weight, the average

of S;(t
j

)Pjll'4p where W
i

is the weight cf .the i th fish, replaces equation

(8), and the average of Si{ t)/W i at times 0 and T estimates the endpoints •
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OISCUSSION

Relationshio with same other Methads

If gastric evacuation is as in equatian ll)~ then the average daily

ration is equal to

24- a; avg[S (t).} •. p ( 12)

•
For expanential evacuatian~ equatian (12) is t.'1e madified Bajkav formula

(Eggers~ 1979) •

. Eggers (1979) shows for p = 1 that equation (4) is valid if R(t)

does not depend on Set). But as shown, equation (6) is true even if

R(t) is a function of Set) 'as is G(t)). In. fact~ arelationship af

type' (4) will hold as lang' as G{t) is only a function of the 'stomach

contents at time t.

Other methods for estimating consumption from stomach contents data,

such as those in Elliott and Perssan (1978) and Jobling (1981), are in

effect considerin~ the problem of estimating consumption during aperiod

for whi~~ ooly e~timates of stomach contents at· the beginning and the

en~ of the period are available. For example, Elliott and Perssan (1978)

assume that gastrtc evacuation is exponential, and therefore, the problem

is ta. estimate avgtSi{t)J given only estimates. of S(O) and SCT) (equation

(4)). Ta da tiTis~ they assume that during this period feeding is constant,

i..e.• ~ R(t) = F, which inciudes the case F = 0 ar no feeding. Assurning

canstant feeding, they show that the average hourly cansumption during the

•
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period fs~ in the same notation as above~ equal to

[SeT) - S(O)e-~TJa •
1_eaT

(13)

When R(t) ::. F. the consumption as given by equation (13) is identi.cal to

e the amount gtven. by equation (4). The. ac~uracy of thetr approximation

will depend on how: nearly. constant feeding is during the time period.

Accuracy of the Cbnsumption Estimates

The. accuracy of.the estimates depends on the validity of the

assumptions underlying the model. In' summary~ they are:

1). the rate of gastric evacuation is proportional to stomach

contents.raisedto apower (equation (2));

and

2) the parameters a. and p are constant over- the time period and

for all fish in the target population ..

AssiJmption 1) may be more nearly correct if different feod categories

are' treated separately. Sirnilarly, for Assumption 2) to held it may

be necessary to apply the- model separately to subgroups of the popu

lation and to partition langer time periods into shorter intervals

during whicn the parameters can be assumed to be constant.. A further

saurce of bias is the passibl e inabil i ty to randomly sampl e the target

population.- The difficulty in conduc.ting truly "randomll surveys at sea
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is well-known, and for large marine surveys, asystematic sample over

space and time is probably the only practical method to sample the

population. 8y proper sample design or proper weighting in the analysis,

this source of bias, though not entirely eliminated, may be minimized.
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Figure 1. Time to depletion as a function of meal size for

several gastric evacuation models. For each p,

~ is selected so that a meal cf size 2 is evacu

ated in 2 time units •. The dashed line represents

the limit as p apprcaches 1.
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